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A 、video
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atl'ect the resulting
resultin盔、:ideo.
video. and proved our assumptions
by 謹
a series of experiments. Finally
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Constructing interactive multi-view
multi倫view videos based on image-based rendering

1

Introduction

3D movies,
movies , TV and stereo games are emerging and
advertent technology. The famous 3D movie,
movie , Avatar,
Av揖t肘， brings
Recently , 3D
a different visual effect to audiences. Recently,
th泌 can be viewed with
televisions have 3D stereo effects that
3D glasses. And
And,, the 忍ame
game machine N3DS also presents 3D
ster品 effects.
effects ‘ The technology ca
Jled ‘'auto-stereoscopy'
auto-stereoscopy' is
stereo
called
becoming a trend in entertainments. We can say
s在.y that the
3D's era is coming. People are not just satisfied with 2D
videos. 3D stereo videos bring the visual
vi以lal impact; and this
kind of viewing effect lets spectators feel the scene in a
super realistic way.
To rea
\i se 3D video
c轟n be used
realise
video,, traditional 2D videos can
to reconstruct
recons納lct 3D videos. But,
Bu1‘ it is a complex process of
mode
modelling
l\ing and calculation
calculation,, which has drawbacks such as the
slow speed of execution and wasting a lot of time on
modelling. Another drawback is that 3D scenes were
created with 3D models. These 3D scenes may lead to
unnatural or unrealistic effects owing to the use of 2D
videos,, the
texture in 3D. Therefore,
Th erefore, directly using scenes in videos
visual effects are more realistic and the performance can be
general “
(i.e.,
reasonable in 伊neral
.e刊 the model of 3D scenes and
recovery of surface texture can be omitted).
Figure II

The concept ofusing
of using IBR
I 的 R Irom diftèrent
difterent views
(see online
onJine 、version
ersion lor
tòr colours)

?
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view n
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In order to achieve the 怠。al
goal of viewing changes in 3D
literature,, there are some
videos,, in the literature
scenes from 2D vídeos
effective and useful methods. Image-based
rendering (I
(IBR)
Image柵based renderíng
BR)
technolo都Ii
ke 諮
cMillan 品
nd Bishop's
B 治hop's (1995) method
technology
like
McMillan
and
method,,
(1998)
Debevec et aal.'s
l. 's (1
998) method and Fitzgibbon et aal.'s
l. 's
are good technology for constructing 3D
(2003) method 在re
Th e performance is reasonable and can be
graphics. The
implemented in real-time. The concept of IBR is to capture
some geometric information from images,
im在8位， such as geometric
proxies, epipole consistency and minimal angular deviation
proxie旱，
l.' s (2003) method and Buehler et al.'
al.' s
in Fitzgibbon et aaI.'
method,, and to generate 3D images at all viewing
(2001) method
positions. Our conceptual diagram is shown in Figure 1I,,
position乳
multiple
where a new view can be re-constructed from mu
1tiple
views,
view丸 and Figure 2 is the flow chart of
ofproposed
proposed method.
vídeo
This concept is very intuitive. lfwe have a source video
ofview
of view 1 and view n
n,, we can use lB
lBR
R to create an image or
víews and to compute
comp泌e the angle between
a video of new views
videos. Another technology of rendering method is ca
called
Jl ed
l. 's (2004)
video-based rendering (VBR). Tn Zitnick et aal.'s
t悶的forms 2D coordinate in image 紛
to world
method transforms
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coordinate by direct linear transform (DL T). The
Th e method
distinguishes
distinguish的 foreground and background in image by
K-nearest-neighbour
K-neares心neighbour (KNN) and mean-shift
me揖n-shift tracking,
trackin皂， and
uses the information of foreground and background in
峙的
previous frames to create a new view image
im噁e in McMillan
(1995)
995) method and BalIan
Ballan et al.'s
al. 's (2010)
and Bishop's (1
method.
Figure 2

I
i

i

Flow chart ofproposed
of proposed method
!
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View-dependent texture mapping (VDTM) technology
technolo點Ilike
like
Debevec et aal.l. 's (1996,
(199趴 1998) method and Blinn 鞠d
and
Newell's
(1976)
Ne
丸ve ll' s (1
976) method is an effective IBR
IBI之 method. (t can
establish
的
tablish a basic 3D model by detecting the edge of a
building in a photo and optimise
buildin學
optimi泊的
thee model by using the
Then,, the texture ìs
is p攝sted
pasted to the
geometric constraints. Then
generated. VDTM is simpJe
simple,‘
model and new views are generatcd.
quick , 在給
to
quick,
andd only requires a small number of photos 10
synthcsis
synthesis reaJistic
realistic 3D images. Bul
But Ihe
the disadvantage
disadvantagc is that it
must be used in ordinary
ordinaηI buildings or objects with edges
called light
lighl
very easy to be computed. Another method is caJled
mcthl)d
Hanrahan ‘ s (1996) mcthød
field/lumigraph in Levoy and Hanrahan's
GortIer et aal.l. 's (1
(1996)
996) method. lnstead
Instead of using 在a
and Gortler
plenoptic function (x,
y, 令
z, θ，抖，
8, f{J), Adelson and Bergen'
Bergen'ss
(几 y，
(199\)
method,, Heigl's (1999) method and Cheng'S
(1995)
(1
991) method
Chen怒 's(1995)
method propose a new 4D function (s
(s,, tt,, uu,, v) to represent
the flow oflight
of light One can think oftwo
of two parallel pl甜的
planes in the
(s , t) is on
0茲在‘
a 'focal
focal plane'; and 抖，
(u, v) is on other
space. Point (s,
pJane
C轟mera plane'. Therefore
plane called 長'camera
Therefore,, by using four
variables we can describe
This method
d的cribe a ray completely. 甘lis
are rays
needs to take lots of photos to ensure that there 在re
Tt spends a lot of
oftime
time in data
going through every direction. It
processing due to the large number of rays. But the result ís
is
processíng
generally better than VDTM
VDγM in rendering images.
imag俗. View
Vìew
ke Chen and
ínterpolationlview morphing technology Ii
interpolation/view
like
Willì 前帥， (1
993) method,
method，怠
eitz and Dyer's (1996) method
Williams'
(1993)
Seitz
and Narayanan's (1
(1995)
995) method refers to the images
information near the new viewpoints and the camera
position must be on the baseline (e.g.,
(e.g. , baseline is a straight
straíght
Ji ne connecting two cameras).
cameras).τhe
line
The main idea uses the
geometric properties to determine pixels in new viewpoints
Th is method is easy
from left or right photos in a sequence. This
and requires a small number of
photos. But the scope of
ofnew
new
ofphotos.
vision is limited and cannot produce the correct picture if
there are no reference images.
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IBR has some applications
applic紋 ions such as computer games
games,,
virtual travel,
travel , TV advertising
advertising,, etc. ln
In this paper
paper,, we propose
a new application of IBR. We focus on the interaction
between users and films. We can determine
detennine the angles of
pictures taken
taken,, which are very important in texture mapping
from a variety of IBR approaches. By calculating the angles
of each frame pair,
pair, users can move around to select the
ngle of rotation for the current scene during
desired 車angle
playback. According
Accordin囂的
to the calculation of angles by our
method.
itable frame to
method, the system will choose the most 如
suitable
continue playback. Our goal is to provide a platform for
users ‘ who can watch scene from any arbitrary viewpoint
users.
În the real world. The main challenge of our system is
like in
the accuracy of homography matrix. It is very sensitive. A
sma
small\l deviation would seriously affect our result. We use an
efficient algorithm
al 霧。 rithm to solve this problem and ensure the
ofthe
the homography matrix.
correctness of
In Section 2. we explain how to select the feature points
c1 uster those feature points. In Section 3.
3, we explain
and cluster
m最trix. Section 3.1
how to calculate the correct homography matrix.
explains the relationship of plane parallax. Section 3.2
explains how to decompose a homography matrix to obtain
the angle of rotation. In Section 3.3.
3.3, we explain how to
find the optimal rotation matrix and rotation angle. In
detennination position of
Section 33.4,
.4, we explain how to determination
camera. Finally.
Finally、 Sections 4 and 5 are the results and
conclusions.

matching pairs‘
th在t these lines are consistent in
pairs, we find that
direction.τhe
direction.
The lines connecting two matching feature points
wÎth
with slopes far away from the majority slopes of the lines
mismatchin霉. Because the majority
could be the result of mismatching.
slopes can be represented
repre認nted the major move location of two
Thus,, we can remove the mismatched feature points
images. Thus
that are wrong slope in connecting the corresponding
matching pairs. In addition,
addition句 the normalised
nonnalised cross correlation
(NCC) in X direction is adopted to further remove the
mismatching. NCC is used to determine
detennine the degree of
correl以 ion between two feature points and in this system we
correlation
use a 5 * 5 mask for calculation. Note that.
that. our two frames
are in different camera positions. And each pixel contains
the information
tr真的 lation. It is possible
infonnation about rotation and translation.
that two correctly matching
matchin忍起
ature points results 在
sm轟11
feature
a small
V在lue
C. The setting of the appropriate threshold is
value in NC
NCe.
very importan
t. If we set the value too large
wi\l reduce
important.
large.‘ it will
the numbers of matching feature points 在nd
and is not conducive
to soIving
m敏rix. Therefore,
Therefo陀、 we must
solving the homography matrix.
ensure that there wm
will be enough matching pairs after
c 在n be
removing 也e
the mismatching feature points. This can
automatically checked by point numbers necessary for the
matrix. Although it cannot completely remove the
error, a small amount of error points will not
mismatching error,
have too
t∞ much influence for solving the optimal
homography matrix.
matrix 越

22.2
.2 Fea
lU re points c/
ustering
FealUre
clustering
2

Feature
Fea如 re points matching
matcbing and clustering

In our method,
method ‘ we obtain the basic technique from Heigl's
(1999) method and from clustering
c1 ustering the data
d車ta by mean·shift
mean繪shift
algorithm. In this 銬的ion.
section, we describe our method of
feature point matching by clustering
c1 usterìng feature points in the
two images of the
background. Assume there are at least 仇'{o
same scene avaílable
available and SIFT feature points/descriptors 昌re
are
adopted for matching. Then. we use mean-shift
mean枷shift algorithm to
cluster feature points of the background
back皂round image
im縛e according to
infonnation.
their colour and spatial information.

2. I
2.1

Feature points selection

find
points., we consider two
In order to 位
nd the effective feature points
methods - SIFT algorithm like Lowe's (2004) method and
algorithm
like
SURF 糾察。
rithm Ii
ke Bay
B在y et at's
al. 's (2008) method. In our
experiments of SIFT algorithm and SURF algorithm,
algorithr泊， we
found the computing time of SURF algorithm is less than
that of SIFT algorithm. But,
But, the number of mismatch feature
points in SURF algorithm is more than that in SIFT
algorithm.
al惡。rithm. Since we want to obtain both effectiveness and
correctness of feature points.
points‘ we use SIFT algorithm to
extract corresponding feature points in two frames and build
connections between
betwèen these feature points. Nevertheless,
Nevertheless,
mismatching
the feature
mismatchinεthe
featur海 points cannot be avoided in most of
cases. In order to improve the results
results,, it is necessary to
C泌的.
remove the mismatching feature points. The matching error
condition can be divided into two types,
∞ndition
types, X and Y directions.
By observing the Iilines
nes from connecting the corresponding

The mean-shift algorithm
al忌。 rithm can be used in image smoothing.
segmentation, image
and object tracking.
image segmentation.
im在ge clustering 揖nd
method,, we use the mean-shift algorithm like Heigl's
In our method
Hei惡γs
(1995)
(1999) method and Cheng's
(999)
Chen墨‘ s (1
995) method to cluster
regions in the background image and to find feature points
different regions.
in dífferent
re忍 ions. This approach can reduce the errors in
feature
fe在ture points matching. In basic mean-shift
mean仿制食 algorithm.
algorithm‘ the
{Xi I i = 1‘...‘
I. ... , n} represent data points. The equation
{X;
equatio位 of
me誼民-shift can be represented by:
mean-shift

Mljx)ztZJκ -x)
r

{i }
(I)
.\

r
S,,(x)=IY:(Y-x)
(y-x):S;h-j
sb(X}=iy:{}
一 xf(J-x}
迄今;

(2)

where S"
Sh is a circular 訂嗨.
area, and the radius is 以
h. The
parameter k represents number of S"
Sil 伽利.
in Xi. Equation (1)
(I) can
calculate the average of the displacement vectors between
Sit and the centre x.
each point in Sil
In our method. we use a kernel
kemel function and
weight in mean-shift algorithm.
algorithr氏 since the points
poìnts may
have different
But,, the
dìfferent impacts on a centre point x. But
c en
做tr紀
e point x 誌
impact on 臼
centre
iss the same in the original
mean-shift
algorithm.
mean吟h
祕if佼t 祕
a Igor“ìt油
hm
扎. Our revised mean-shift
me
翎
an←←-叫lit命't algorithm can
be represented
represe鈍ted by:

杭州拉主:1GH(XJ 刊)坤，卅一 x)
F2::iGAXt 刊)w( x;)
H

(3)

Constructing interactive
inter，α ctive multi-view
multi忱的t' videos based on image-based
image胃based rendering

GH(x; … x) 司 H

r

ll2

G( H- 1I2 (冉一 x))

(4)

G(x) represents the kerneJ
kernel functÎon
function [proposed in equation
(8)],, and W(Xi)
(8)]
W紋ì) represents weights of Xi.
X;. H represents a
symmetric matrix of d x d. In symmetric matrix H
H,, we
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move in those steps 部
Th e concept
andd represent convergence. The
is illustrated in Figure 3.
Figure 3 The concept of mean-shift algorithm
al單位ithm 紛紛
(see online
version for colours)

T心一

日制

diag[h;
h; is the bandwidth
often define H
H且
= diag[
h; ,，...
... 吋]
h;] where hi
respect to the i-dimension. For computation simplicity,
simplici紗， it is
common to use the same bandwidth for all dimension
i. e 可
dimension,, i.e.,
o
H h;,
I亨， Therefore, H 踹 h;
hj is used in
i位 mean-shift,
me翩翩 shíft ， and the
equatíon can be represented by:
equation

, cd-Z

Mh(x)

(5)

Note that
satisfied,
that,, íf
if the following conditions are satisfied,
equation (5) will be the same as equation (I)
(1) (basic
mean且 shift method):
mean-shift
W(Xì)
W(Xi)

2

G(x) = 1
I,, ifllx
ifllxlll! < 1I
1.
G{x) = 0
0,, ifllxll >= I.

We can rewrite
rewrìte equation (5)
(5) 句:
by:

x
Next
Next,, we describe how to apply 航線n-shift
mean-shift algorithm in
image clustering.
c1 ustering臺 We define d as the dimension
dimensìon of the
image. When d
1I,, it represents grey image; and d = 3
And , Xx 盟
x可 represent
represents colour image. And,
= (x" x')
information of pixel x. Note that i、
x' is a coordinate in image
image,,
x' is the dimension of pixel (grey image or colour image).
The relationship of kernel functìon
function in our method can be
represented by:

XJ (X ) x,
仲 "n
泣
z
:L〉
1戶G(;\"
G(行-h-'
玉汙汙干引
刊;三丹可:)仙\1'(廿
γ
t示
.L..i=l

心叫(x'x')) 才k [lliln k [lliln

\I' X,

Mh(x) =

(

.

L~=l
. x, h~~ )W(X
玄玄泣
叫
U
;L〉叫
l戶
lGG(干引)H
的, )

X

(的
(6)

Z~=IG( 丘吉)心" )X;
Mh(x)

L~=lG(干)咐

(7)

where h.,
h可 and h,
h, represent control variables of clustering,
clusteri峙， h,
h有
hrr is resolutíon;
resolution; C
is the size of search region
regìon of
0 1' window and h
is a corresponding
correspondin忍 normalisation
normalisatìon constant. Then,
Then , our steps
of image clustering are:
start from Yi
Yi,J, J == Xi
Xi),j = 1
I
2

fromYi,;+1
apply the mean-shift
mean吟hift algorithm from
Yi ,i+ l until the
result is converge; and the value of convergence is
Yi,c,c
saved as Yi

3

record z;
Zi

obtain the relationship
And we can obtaín
reJationship of Mh(X) = mh(x) - x.
Therefore,, the steps for our algorithm are:
Therefore
x,
Defining convergence conditions. Starting from
f全omx，
giving the kernel function G(x), and setting the
threshold g of error.
2

Computing mil(x).

3

Moving centre point to new position.

4

Ifli
- xll
xii < e
e,, the result is convergence.
lfll mh{x)
mh{.哼一
convergenc念‘ lfthe
result
convergence, let x = m,,(x)
resu
lt is not ∞nvergenc皂，
m,,(x) and back to
step 2 and compute step (2)~(4) until result is
敵P
convergence.

The above steps compute the mean-shift
mean鴨 shift algorithm.
algorìthm. These
steps represent that
point will be the sum of start
th在.t the new poínt
and average
point 制d
aver這，ge displacement vector (the relationship of
mh(x) = λ違反x)
Mh(X) + x). When the new point position and the old
mh(X)
start point are at the same location,
location , the centre point will
wìll not

(xf
Y~c).
(xt ，,Y;c)'

steps,, we can obtain the clustering
After the above steps
c1 ustering image
Xi,, Zi represent the pixels of the original image and the
and Xi
result
r的
ult of clustering,
c1 ustering, respectively. The
The image value of the
is 磊ssigned
assigned to be the convergence
pixel at the location

x:

image value Y;c
y~c after the implementation of mean-shifi
mear肘hi 伐

algorithm,
algorithm. Consequently,
Consequently , pixels belonging to the same
cluster are of the same image value,
value, i.e.,
i.e吋 the same colour
value. Note that,
that, hs and hhrr will affect the clustering
c1 ustering results.
In Figure 44,, the h., and hhrr are set from small
smal1 to large [from
[f全om
Figures 4(a) to 4(d)]. In our algorithm
algorithm,, colour clustering
c1 ustering is
to improve the accuracy in feature matching. Thus,
Thus , under
clustering
is preferred. Thus,
c1usterin您的
Thu丸 we used large
lar怠e values in hs and
better results.
hh,, which give bet主er

~.I...........................
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Fig臨 re4
Figure
4

Resu
Result
\t of
ofme訟-shift.
mean-shift, (a) h
h,, = 玄
5, h,
h r = 5 的)
(h) hs
h$ = 10
10,, h
hrr = 給你
to (c)) hs = 15. h
h,r = 15
的{心
(d) hs
hs =
=20‘
20, hr
h r = 20 (see online version for colours)
諾諾

hu)
(b)

(c)

(社}
(d)

After the mean-shift
mean幽shift algorithm,
algorithm角 we obtained the colour
obt揖ined the information of
clustering image,
image‘ and we also obtained
feature points by SIFT algorithm (i
(inn Section 2.
2.1).
J ).
Therefore,
Th erefore. we can use feature points to find the most similar
終以
on of colour clustering in two images
images,, and calculate
calcul品te the
region
coordinates of
homography matrix of each region via the coordínates
feature points. We wíll
will describe how to calculate the
homo怠raphy matrix and find the optimal rotation matrix in
homography
Section 3.

Computing
Computi均純訟gle
angle of background by
homography 閥的rix
bomograpby
matrix

ves
F?
h2伶
. Eli-KFfHEFt-EP生

t

且蚣，

t

In this section
section,, we will discuss how to compute the angle of
rotation with respect to back怒round
background images. We compute
the angle of rotation according to the geometric principle of
camera motion. We use the property of the homography
matrix and a schematic diagram shown in Figure 5.
The relationship between 性iftèrent
different pl
planes
泌的

.,

, ___..__

.~____~.Plan~

172忘了

，直曳

(a)

In Figure 5,
5 。主今
All' is a point in the three·dimensional
three崢dimensional space.
Assuming the following.
following, the position of two cameras are C
and C,
(“\and
and the projections of lvll'
Jfl' on two planes 1I,, and 1122 are
m and m'. Therefore.
Therefore, the 忍eometric
geometric relationship of 九Mιm
p, m
and m'can be represented by:

sm'=Hm

(9)

the zoom.
m 口付.y，
= (x.y, 竹I)
(x',y',
where s is a scale of
ofthe
z∞ m.m
1 ) and m' = (你
X
lυ)
I) 誌
is
i s a pair of corresponding
cor衍re
臼spoαn吋
di泊
洽
E 19 points 泊in
i刻 p
抖
plane
la
削
ne II
I 1 and 1
ι
1;2'
2, H is
the homography matrix.
matrix, which contains information of
rotation and translation. Therefore,
Therefo惚， the angle of rotation 個n
can
be obtained by matrix decompositìon
decomposition of the homography
rÎ x H.
mat
matrix

3.1

The plane parallø;
parallm'

rotation, it
Since we use 20 image to compute the angle of rotation‘
is very important to ensure that the corresponding points are
But, in most sítuations
situations,,
on the same plane in the space. But‘
Th is is
corresponding points will not be on the same plane. This
due to artificial errors when we obtained source video from
a camera. So
So,, equation (9)
(的 in the last section cannot be used
s位me plane.
plane.ln
In
when the corresponding points are not on the same
problem, we describe the assumptions
order to solve this problem‘
Mp and M are points
and methods in the following. Assume Mp
in 3D space and Mp
MI' is based on plane P. In plane 1II,1, J阱，
Mp and
m,, but ín
in plane 1/2,
Mpp
M are projected onto the same point m
1, M
and M are projected onto f1I
mll and f1I
me.2 respectively. After
comput凶惡 the homography matrix
computing
matrix,, M has the projection in
f1IZ.
mz. Therefore,
Therefori章， in this situation
situation,, only M
Mpp can satisry
satisfY equation
illustrated
(9). The
Th e method is iI1
ustrated in Figure
Fi忍 ure 6.

Constructing interactive multi-view videos based
bαsed on image-based
image-b削ed rendering
Schem揖lÎc diagram of plane parallax
Schematic

Figure 6

l.
t.

h
2.

3.
τherefOI潑，
u跨 ρto
Therefore, we have to rewrite equation (9) 血d
and use
p to
. represent parameter of parallax. The
The new equation is:
ìs:

sm22 = Hm+ ρe'
pe'
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feat誼 re points
Use the mean-shift
mean 社lÍ ft algorithm to cluster feature
according to colour features.
CIEL 挂 v.
Transfonn the colour space into CIELuv.
1.1.
Transform
1.2.
Land
array.‘
Make the L
and U dimension into the 2D array
arrayLU.
c1 ustcri 只萃
According to the arrayLU,
perfonn thc
the clustering
1.3.
arr揖 yLU ， perform
process.
.4.
1
Eliminate small regions by merging with
IA.
neighbour
nei 車 hbour regions.
For each 嘉group.
roup司 calculate the homography matrix by
using the feature
fe 晶ture points within the group. Solve at least
four pair of corresponding
correspondin惡 points. Thus.
Thu 丸 if
ifthel
there亡 is notc
note
sufficìent
points,, the group is rejected.
sufficient number of points
roup is put into
The homography
each 惡
ofeach
group
homo草 raphy matrix of
equation (9) to calculate the value of Hm
Hm.電 and compare
Iculat叫
calculated
the deviation between the actual m' and the 嗨
Hm
matchin車 feature
fea紛紛 paírs.
Hm,, and n is the number of matching
pairs .

(1
0)
(10)
n

n -l
3.2 Solution to the homography matrix
mαtrix

4.

In the above step
step,, we use m = 紋，
(x, y，
j', 1) and m' = (x',
y', 1)
I),,
ln
(x七 y'，
which ìs
is a pair of corresponding poìnts
points in plane 1]
II and 12•
TherefoI怒， the equation
eq 崎lìon can
c在 n be written as:
Therefore,
iiEBE
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II ).)向 we can rewrite the equation
In order to solve equation ( 11
as:
年，何

‘

趴 Bh

L
泣
，九‘ 'n

的日

一可一一

h'

呵，
W

‘、
J，
' '‘、、'
az，

間)
hm3ι

AAJ
4TiTVE +•
+4T)}XVH
++YY
XX
xy
x'(h;lx+hny+hn23
) '= hllx+ hl2 y+ hl332

(12)
(1
2)

雋，-

y'(h3I X+h;2Y+ hl.l) = h21X+ h22 yJ + hZ33
His
parameters (Le.,
Equation (12)
(l月 has eight pa給meter軍(i.
e. ， the scale of H
is
variable,
normalised
1i sed to 1. Therefore,
Therefo間， we
variable, and h33 is usually norma
need four pairs of corresponding
corτesponding points to solve eight
W巷 can expand equation (12) to:
parameters. We

o
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Moreover
Moreover,, according to the characteristic of homography
matrix
matrix,, these points in the three-dimensional space
sp 晶ce must be
Thus,, the following algorithm will
on the same plane. Thus
l1 feature points and calculate th
the起 best homography
cluster aall
matrix:
matríx:

The optímal
optimal homography matrix ís
is the one wíth
with the
deviation ，紛紛
that is the one with the smallest
minimum deviation,
sm轟Il est d.

3.3
Optimal
rotation matrix
3 .3刊
m αtrix and rotation
rotα tion angle
'Ptimal rofatÎon
Owing to the homography matrix property
property,, which includes
rotation and translation information of the camera,
c馴 era， through
the decomposition of the homography matrix
matrix,, the angle of
rotation can be extracted. We assume:

人心 '*II*K

記

[Ii .r:J]

( 15)

parameter,, T is the
where 1\
camera ‘ s intrinsic parameter
K is the camera's
matri.x, and rl,
f] 司 r2
translation matri.x.
f2 are the two row vectors of the
rotation matrix R. We can use camera calibration on a
came 路 s
chessboard to get intrinsic parameters K. Different cameras
have
h 轟 ve different intrinsic parameters. The experiments of our
paper use a camera with the same settings when we collect
Therefor!缸 ， K is a fixed matrix. From
experimental videos. Therefore,
above,, we have
the above
f 3 =f]Xf2

(16)

R =[lj ， 弓，吋

(17)
(1
7)

where f3
r3 is the third row vector of R. It
lt can be obtained by
r2. Calculating the three row vectors
vectors,,
the cross product of frl>l> f2.
complete
method,,
we get a ∞
mplete rotation matrix R. In the same method
c1 ustering and
we record the rotation matrix
matrlx of each clustering
find the optimal rotation matrix by compare all rotation
matrices.
matríces.
coordinates,, we
Using
Usin 墓 the rotation of three-dimension coordinates
can represent the difference before and after rotation by a
rotation matrix. The schematic diagram of rotation of
three-dimension coordinates is shown in Figure 7.

SA/.
SAl. Chang et αl.
at.
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The rotation of
ofthree-dimension
thr官e-dimension coordinate

Figure
Fi揖ure 7

33.4
.4 Determination the position 01
ofcamera
camera

y
Y

z

X

The
The rotation matrix will be changed
chan伊d when the direction of
rotation is different along different 部
is. We show rotation
axis.
matrix of
ofthree
three cases in the following:
When object rotate
rot車teθalong
0 along Z axis:
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coordinates,, we can
Assuming the real world is in Cartesian coordinates
have rotation along the r axis when we obtained sources ín
in
difference view.
view.τherefore
Therefore we make
m在ke the normalisation
normalis在tion of
rotatíon
rotation matrix R and compute the error with rotation matrix
along the r axis. After this step,
step , we can obtain the optimal
rotation
rot是“ on matrix that has the minimum error d. The equations
ofthis step can be represented by:

n
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When object rotate βalong
13 along Yaxis:
5

8 Position
PQsition of
0 1' camer
carner

I

When object rotate αalong
a along X axis:

。
t.-

的蓋越
re
Figure

1iiill-iiJ
AUVAVE-

mn

PLea

-sinθ
COSO -sinO
sinO cosO
cost于

O
o

After we compute the angle of rotation β~
13, this angle is the
rotation angle between two frames. Thus
Thus,, the
f恰如 left to right when we want to
position of view will be from
scεne. This
Th is situation also affects our resu
1t after
rotate the scene.
result
rotation. Because
Because,, we can not only u鈴
use the rotation angle to
detεrmine the correct frame (I
eft frame or right frame).
f海me). The
determine
(left
schematic diagram is depicted in Figure 8 which shows
there are two cases for camera C to rotate angle. Therefore.
Therefore、
we have to know the position of camera and to find the
correct frame.
camera
C在mera

To determine the position of the camera
camera.‘ we use the
trigonometry of the rotation matrix. The schematic diagram
is shown in Figure 9. In Figure 9,
9, if sinO
sinθis
is a positive
number. the camera moves to the left (object moves to the
right). If sinO
sinθis
is 在a negative number
number,, the camera moves to the
right (object moves to the left). In the model
model.‘ the angle of
0
rotation βis
0 0 and 90
•
13 is between 0°
90°.
Figure 9 Schematic
Schem撞tic diagram of
0 1' camera direction
directiQn (see online
version tbr
tor colours)

(21 )

+

(22)

In equation (21),
(2 村， we can obtain the rotation matrix
frames (along the r axis).
axi鈴. However,
However, owing
owin學 to
possible mismatching
mismatching,, the vaIues
values in the rotation matrix
may not be consistent with the matrix in equation (20).
To optimise the result,
result, we use equation (22) and the
optimal rotation matrix is the one which give the minimal
value of d. After obtainíng
obtaining the optimal rotatíon
rotation matrix
matrix,, the
ar咚leβcan
13 can be compute by the average angles obtained
obtaíned 句r
by
angle
1 I 4(cos-1(rl 1) + sin- l(r13) + sin- 1(-r31) + cos-l(r33))'
1/4(cos-l(rll)
cos-l(r33»'

-

between 仇，.0
two
忌etween

騙

Constructing interactive multi-view videos based on image-based
imα'ge-based rendering

4

Experiments

Our experimental system is divided into three parts. The
first part is for video
vid∞ pre-processing and for calculating the
angle of each frame. The second
part is to show some
se∞nd p研
assumptions that may affect the performance in our method,
method、
and to prove assumptions are true by experiment.
experiment. We also
show results of our method in the second part.τhe
part. The third part
is comparing the advantages and disadvantages in proposed
method當
method.

4.1

Video pre-processing ((mlfor
and戶r calculating the
angle

First,
a user can select a video to start playing
playing,, and press the
First，挂的er
left mouse button to pause the screen when an interesting
1eft
interestin忽
scene is encountered. The user can move the mouse around
to sselect
load the
eI ect the desired rotation angle.
anεle. Our system will
willload
data of current frame
f泊me and select the most suitable frame
from the record. After releasing the left mouse button,
button , the
selectcd frame and continue to play
screen will jump to the selected
video (see Figure 10).
costs most of the CPU time in our system,
The first part ∞sts
syster翁，
owing
owi總 to the number of
0 1' frames needed to be handled.
Fortunately,, this part is only executed once.
Fortunately
0吉lce. If the user
watches the same videos
videos,, the intermediate
ìntermediate data have been
produced.γhe
seωnd part is completely proceeded in
produced. The second
real-time,
street view
service.‘
real峭time， similar to the Google Map's streel
vìew service
fast and efficient scene change allowing users to have a
ìnteractìon with films. Figure 11
better interaction
II is the method of
Figure
Fi草揖 re 10
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collecting videos in our experiments. Users
U 泌的 can shoot many
videos in any position. If we provide more samples
samples,, the
results wiII
wiI1 be more accurate.

4.2 Analy月'S
Analysis
ofexternal
is the impact of
external factors in
proposed method
In this section
section,, we consider three assumptìons
assumptions that may
affect the performance of our method. Assumptions are
made
m草de on distance (depth),
( deptl吟， complexity,
complexity, and shape of
object.t. We justi
justifY
objec
fY our assumptions by implementing a
comprehensive experiment.
Experiment 1I

The
Th e impact of the depth between objects
and camera.

Assumption 1I
Assumptìon

Short distance image
ima鑫e performs better than
ìmage.
long distance image.

method,, we find the feature
In our method
featu防 points by SIFT
SIFγ
algorithm
wil1 affect the
algorithm,, and the number of feature points will
optima1 rotation matrix
results. Our method can compute the optimal
with a large number of feature points. In our assumption,
assumption , we
w ìl\ be more feature points detected if
believe that there will
images 前e
are captured in a short distance than those detected
in a long distance between object and camera. We set up
experiment and comparison as the following. The
Th e source
images of the CD box are acquired in difference distances
and 16 cm). The multi
multi-views
(24 cm 臨d
“ views images are taken for
0
• Figures '2 and J3 show the
30°.
0'.30
every ten degrees from 0'·
source I1images.
nages.

of rotation and result (sec
onlinc wfsinn
.:olours)
User input the angle ofrotation
(持ee onlim:
vcrsi的 n lhr .:o
lours)
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Fig祖 re 11
Figure
II

The camera positions of collecting
collectin惡 videos
Scen起
Scene

Fig臨 re 12
Figure

To test the assumption
assumption,‘ the rotation angle between two
images ís
tÎ mated by the proposed method. Then
is es
estimated
estimation errors are compared between these two distances.
Fígure
Figure 14 shows the 的timated
estimated angle value of the
experiment
ex紋npl章， Ll
Oo +今R200
experiment.‘ For example,
LlOo
~ R20° represents two

/

rotations experiments; one is made from left 10" of the
image 1I to right 20
20°0 of the image 2 and the other one is
made from right 20°
20 0 of the image 2 to left 10
I 0°0 of the
image
I, so
true rotation angle should be 30
30°0 in both
imaεe 1,
50 the 甘ue
C泌的.
angJe would be the same
cases. In our method, the estimated angle
ima惡e 1
no matter is obtained from image
I to image 2 or vice versa.
The figure marked in red in Figure 14 represents the error is
more than ten degrees from the true rotation angle.
Table 1I summarises the result in Figure
F 地ure 13 which covers
In τable
Table 1,
I, we compute the vaJue
value of
30 rotation tests. ln
av!學 rage errors with experiment and comparison. Note
average
numb學r of
oferτ'or
rot統計 ons
that, the number
error is 2 since it happened on rotations
of LO"
LOó ~ R30
R30 村
LO . From Table 1
R30°0 and R30°
~ LO°.
I,, our
distance image
performs better than
assumption on 'short dístance
ím往往e per必rms
th細
long distance image'
im啤皂， is confirmed since the average error ís
is
1.2 0 compared to 3.2°.
3.2 0.
1.2°

Dilferent
an惡les of
ofthe
ima皇宮。f
Different angles
the object in image
of
Experiment I from a long
lon草 camera distance
distanc苦
(see online version for colours)
心ee

0

Figure 13

DitTerent
ofthe
ima皂e of
DifTerent angles of
the object in image
Experiment I1 的rom
from a short camera distance
(see online version for colours)

O

Experiment II

The impact of the complexity of object
colours.

Assumption 11
II

Simple colour image performs better than
complex coJour
colour image.

Table 1

Result of analysis in Experiment 1I (angle
(品割草 le of rotation
0-300 in image)
is 00°-30°
ima在e)
Slim
Sum
numbt?r
numb
t? r

Experiment

True
行ue
number
umber

Il

30 images
imaεes 28 images
ima呈es

Error

Aw?rage
t?rror
t? rror

2 images
im品惡es

3.20
3.2。

(主位
24cm)
(Z=24cm)

Comparison
(Z=16cm)
Fi草ure 1 是

I「

Result
ofexperiment
comparison in Experiment I
Rcsult of
experiment and ∞mparison
(see online 、version
(sce
ersion tor colours)
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In our method, mean-shift algorithm is adopted for
colour雌spatial clustering
clusterit活必
Ilowed by cluster wise feature
colour-spatial
followed
matching. Therefore,
Therefo筒， those feature points lying
Iying on the same
plane but with different colours will
w i\l belong to different
clusters.
c1 usters. This
Th is situation may cause problems. One is the
insufficient matching pairs in computing the homography
addition,, if there are sufficient
matrix for some clusters.
c1 l怨怨怨. In addition
su仔icient
matching pair萃，
pairs, the computed homography matrix may not
be the optimal one. Therefore,
II.
Therefo時， we make the Assumption 1
1.
experiment,, the complex images are taken
To set up the experiment
from a CD box with a colourful design as in Figure 15 and
images,,
the simple images
ÎI泊在ges are
a陀 as in Figure 13. In our source images
the background is the same (the camera is fixed) and
images are acquired for every ten degrees
d略rees as before.
Therefore.
box,, we ensure
Therefo閃電 with the only difference in CD box
that images in Figure 15 are more complicated
complicat學d than those in
Figure 13.
We test the assumption as before. Figure 16 shows the
result of experiment The 'NULL' in Figure 16 means there
estimated angle obtained.
is no estìmated

Constructing interactive multi-view videos based on image-based
im培1ge-based rendering
Figure
15
Fi草帽"的

Different angles of object in image of experiment in
。i汀erent
Experiment 11
II (see online version for colours)
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Table 2

'._.

I

Result of
ofanalysis
analysis in Experiment 11
II (angle of
ofrotation
rotation
is 0°-30°
0 、 30 in image)
ima草e)
0

0

SSum
lIm
numhl'r
l1 umhl' r

True
number

Experiment
(complicacy)

30 images 22 ìmages
images

Comparison
Compari紛紛

30 images 30 images

The impact of the shape of objects.

Assumption 111
III

Smooth shaped object image performs
perforrns
better than irregular shaped object
0甸的 t image.

Figure
Fi草ure 17

19
19°0
0
30
30 •

II Ll
Uoo~R100
ooBR100 i•

Experiment 111
III

In characteristic of homography matrix
matrix,, we know the
relationship between feature points and parallax. If feature
points are in the same pl臨缸，
plane, there 坊的
is no parallax.γherefore句
parallax. Therefore,
if the object surface is flat,
flat , the feature points will be in the
Otherwis缸， feature points w
il\ not be in the
same plane. Otherwise,
will
th坊， we make Assumption 1II.
III. To
same plane. 8ased
Based on this,
veri 令 the assumption,
assumption , a ‘'piggy
piggy bank toy' is
Îs used as
verify
the irregular
irre伊lar shaped object. Their
Th eir images
im誰ges are shown in
Figure 17. Again
Again,, images in Figure 13 are used for the
Th ese two set of images are
smooth shaped object images. These
taken under the same conditions and the same background.

Figure 16
1吾訣esult
Result of experiment and comparison in
Experiment Il
II (see online version for colours)

品E軍IE'
Augl('

Error

Average
error

8 images

7.5 0
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Di
Different
tTerent angles of object in image
ima皂缸。f
of experiment in
Experiment III (see online version for colours)

Figure 17 shows the result of experiment and Table 3
summarises
summar泌的 the results of Figure 18. As in Table 3,
3 , the CD
perforrnance comparing 的
box images have a much better performance
to
the 'piggy bank toy' images. The experiment result implies
that feature point lying
Iying on the same plane is very important
When feature points are not in same plane
plane,，給
as in 'piggy bank
Therefore,
toy' images,
images, the rotation matrix is prone to error.
error.γherefore，
III is correct.
correc t.
Assumption 111
Figure
Fi事ure 18

Rl!sult
RI!划 It or
0 1' I!I!xperiment
xperiment and comparison in
Experim
Experiml!nt
l! nt III (see online version for colours)
Experiment
Expert也entm:
m: Shape
Sh謹peofObJ忱的
of ObJ~ts
Experlme單音
Experiment

An墨le
Angle

0

Comparison
Compa 叫son (Square)

(Irregular)
。rre囂ula r)

o
0 images

1.2。
1.2°

(simple)

Table 2 summarises the results of
Figure 15. From Table 立，
2,
ofFigure
our assumption on ‘'simple
simple colour image performs
perforrns better
th臨 complex colour image' is confirmed
confirrned since the average
than
1.2 0 compared 7.5°.
7.5 0 • In some cases
cases,, the rotation
error is 1.2°
angle cannot be estimated (the NULL cases),
case吟， it may due to
the following reasons:
c1 uster
There are fewer than four feature points in every cluster
mean欄拉法 clustering execution. It takes at least
lea必 four
after mean-shift
matching pairs to determine
deterrnine the homography matrix.
When calculating the optimal rotation matrix from
equations (20) and (21)
(21),, the values rl b 句，旬
r13, r3h， r33 are very
different. Since rll and rr33
3) are both for estimation of ∞甜
cosO
甜
andd r13 and -r31 are both for estimation of sinO
sinO,, very
r11,， r\3.
inconsistent values in 爪
r13 , r3h
r訣 ， r33 lead to no conclusion
in estimating the rotation
rot滋ion angle θ.
o.
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Table 3

Result of
ofanalysis
riment 1II
(an草le of rotation
analysis 泌的戶
in experiment
III (angle
i草。0_30
is 0°-30° in image)
0

Sum
number

Experiment

30ima惡es
30
images

Tru
True
number

Error

Average
error

12 images
ima惡es 18 images
ima萃的

18.9
18.9°0

o0 images

1.20
1.2°

(i
rregular)
(irregular)

Comparison
(square)

30 images 30 images

Fi草ure 19 shows three results by our method. Figures 19(a)
1 街的
Figure
and 19(b) are video series in the parking lot with total length
of nine seconds. Figures
Fi冬ures 19(c) and 19(d) are longer videos
of 30 seconds. Each scene has a ditTerent
diftèrent number of films
owing to different frame rates and cut into 640 * 480 frame
from the same or different videos.
size. The frame may be 晶。m
The programme will select the most appropriate results and
playing video.
resume playinεvideo.

-1.3

Advantages and disadvantages
dìsadvanlages ofthe
oflhe prop的叫
proposed
method

In Hofsetz et al.'s
a l. 's (2004) method
method., authors use IBR and
reconstructÎon
reconstruction technique to reconstruct the 3D
ima惡的. In depth images,
im在惡的、 the
environment through depth images.
authors detect features by edge detection,
detection , and search the
\i nes in aall
lI other images to find the best match.
epipolar lines
(SSD) forr each
Calculate
Ca \c ulate the sum of squared differences !SSD)
ima草e to compare the areas of interest along the epipolar
image
ima.惡的 by
images,, and find the depth images
lines in two or more images
DeLaunay interpolation and smoothing. In our proposed
algorithm,‘ and compute
method,
method ‘ we find feature by SIFT aIgorithm
the optimal rotation matrix of frames in each video and
compute the optimal angle between frames. We did not

草eometry
geometry

“

Figure
Fi草ure 19

consider 草eometry
geometry reconstruction. We only use
photographic
Therefore,‘
photographíc methods when we obtain
obt在in videos. Therefore
we ignored the 惡eome信y
correspondin皂
geometry and focused on the corresponding
relationship of angle and direction in each videos.
In Ohta et aal.'s
l. 's (2007) method
method,, authors use IBR in 3D
video 趴在t
“ views camera. In Ohta
that are constructed from multi
multi-views
et a!.
a l. 's (2007) method
method,, objects must be established by a 3D
3 D space. Therefore,
Therefo筒， objects
model that is a single plane in 3D
firs t. In object extracting.
(soccer players) must be extracted first.
authors use background subtraction 器的d
and binarisation to
Second , the algorithm
recognise objects 在nd
and background. Second,
tags the foreground
foreεround by image labelling.
labe l1i n各 Third.
Third‘ the algorithm
segmel恥的Jreground
r活gions depend on region
re忍 ion sizes (i.e
(i.e叫
..
segments
foreground regions
finding large area). Therefore
Therefore,, objects can be determined by
foreground regions and by constructing a simple 3D model
re冬ions. Ohta et a
l. 's (2007) method must use
of 必re怠round
foreground regions.
al.'s
camera,, which can be expensive. In
real-time hardware for camera
our proposed method
method,, the positions of objects can be
ignored. This is due to the fact that our source are continues
video frames when user moves camera angles.
method,‘ Yuichi
We summarise Christian Hofsetz's method
method.‘ and our method
method,, from the perspectives of
Ohta's method
relevant theory,
theory, input,
input可 presentation environment,
environment. distortion
and reality,
co仗， and computation time. Relevant theory is
reality , cost,
the related theories/algorithms used in each method. Input is
the input format of each method. Presentation environment
is the display environment in each method. Distortion and
reality are to evaluate the distortion and reality of results in
each method (we consider foreground
fore皂round and b晶ckground，
background,
respectively). Cost and computing
computin怠 time are considering
considerìng the
cost in equipment and computing time in processing. We
present the analysis result of the above items in Table 4.

Three
method (see online version tor
Thr官e calculating results by our mcthod
tbr colours)
幣，

i

Constructing interactive multi-view
multi仆Jiew videos based on image-based
image論based rendering
Table 4

Analysis and comparison
Christian Hofse
Hofset='s
t= 's method
f(Hofsetz
Hofsetz et al..
al., 200
200-1)
-1)

Relevant theory

5
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Yuichi Ohta's method
fOhtaetal.
(Ohta et al.,叮2007)
訝的

Proposed method
meth必f

Image柵based rendering
Image-based

Image-based rendering

Image-based rendering

Depth extraction
extr揖 ction

3 D technology

SIFT algorithm

Epipolar
Epipol紋 geometry
geo於etry

(modelling,, texture.
(modelling
texture, 3D CG
space)

Mean-shift algorithm
Homography matrix

Edge 社etecte是
detected

1m車ge labelling
Image

Pers阱 ctive projection approximation
Perspective

t單chnique
Stereo matching technique

Input

Images

Video

Video

Presentation environment

3D space

CGsp矗ce
3D CGspace

Video

Distortion

Foreground: middle

Foreground: high

Foreground: low

Reality
Re揖鈍。

Background: high (no information)

Foreground: high

Foreground: low

Cost

High

Low

High

Compute time

Low

Expensive

Low

Conclusions

This paper proposes a method for calculating the angle of
rotation due to camera motion. The application of this
technology is different from a traditional interactive video
video,,
zoomwhich allows basic video interactions such as zoom
in/zoom-out and changing
changin忍 region of focus,
foc前， with the camera
fixed. We use the SIFT algorithm to find feature
featur詰 points
between two frames
f全ames from difference angles and record the
C愁。rdinate
coordinate in vídeo
video to ensure the continuity when the user
viewpoint.
t. ln
In our method. we compule
compute an
moves the viewpoin
optimal rotation matrix and define the positio
position
l1 of camera
with precise view angles in video. A series of experiments
were tested
testedωjustify
to justify our achievement and show our
limitations. Although the system can be implemented by thc
the
users in real-time,
real-time, the length of video could lead to a
performance problem during
duri略 the pre-processing stage.
sta伊
Another future work is on how to guide users
user器 to make a
better source video in terms of selecting camera
c器mera positi。那
positions
and the speed to move the camera. Better selection of
camera motion results in a more precise rotation matrix.
Thus,, the arbitrary viewing angle can be constructed in a
Thus
is an
precise manner. The mechanism we have proposed ís
videos,, in which
initial stage for constructing real 3D videos
so,, the
objects are presented in 3D relative coordinates. If so
changing of viewing angles will also include changing of
distance be抑制lthe
obj訓，
between the 翎恍惚
camera and the object.
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